52 society numbers, but did not tell us first – the result: a huge phone bill and a lot of disappointed would-be players. Fortunately, Ufford GC were able to take some of the overspill, for which we were most grateful.

With all that behind us we set off round Lyn Arbor's track, which was in superb condition, and fielded two handicap sections: First in 0-15 was Dave Wilkinson (Cromer) with 36 pts, 2nd Peter Howard (Aldeburgh) with 34 pts and 3rd Roger Plummer (Cromer) with 32 pts. In the 16-26 section Steve Freeston (Eaton) was first with 37 pts, followed by Steve Piggott (Cromer) on 33 pts and Dave (HG) Wells (Stockbrook Manor) on 29 pts. Stockbrook Manor: Where's that? Billericay! The guest winner was Ron Maldstone (Eaton). Who said Cromer crabs don't come inland! (you want dinner on your lap!).

Who said Cromer crabs don't come inland! Well would he say that I wonder?

Our thanks to the regional governing bodies for good golf on a well prepared course – for some interesting and testing golf shots but the lads had obviously been practicing hard and some excellent scores were handed in. And for one of our friends from the Trade a nett 59 gave rise to some 'interesting' comments. Needless to say his name and a few others have been circulated to the section secretaries for handicap reviews before the autumn outings. Results were as follows: Scratch 1st – Kevin Peace – Peterhead 70. Nett 1st – Colin Scott – Killermont 63. Best Head greenkeeper – Gordon Moir – St Andrews 73-5-66. Best Assistant greenkeeper – Ross Wilson – Kinross 72-6-5. Best Apprentice greenkeeper – Donald Campbell – Galashiels 80-13-67. Best Veteran greenkeeper – Jimmy Neilson – Murrayfield 85-17-68. 1st Class 1st – Richard Sharp – Kinross 72-7-65. 2nd James Duncan – Aberdeen 73-6-57. 3rd Jim Wilson – Torrance House 78-9-69. 2nd Class 1st McLeod – Ratho Park 77-11-66. 2nd Chris Yeaman – Swanston 82-12-70. 3rd Stephen Massam – Leven 85-15-71. 3rd Class 1st Hugh Mclachlan – Peterhead 89-21-68. 2nd Andrew Forrest – Swanston 92-24-68. 3rd George Staveley – Peebles 97-27-70. Section team prize – East section. Associate member/trade/guest – John Robertson – Atkins 83-24-59. Special Prize – Kevin Brunton – Souters 69 off scratch.
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A super day was had by all at the iseki regional final, on the 17th June. The venue of the Isle of Purbeck GC turned out to be not only spectacular to view, but very demanding to play, especially with the strong winds. Many a ball was lost in the rough, but undaunted, the strong minded battled on. There were one or two that excelled themselves, and others that fell by the wayside, but the very excellent meal provided made up for any disappointments.
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